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Abstract. Ovarian carcinoma has the highest lethality rate of gynecologic tumors, largely attributed to the late-stage diagnosis of the disease. Reliable tools for both accurate diagnosis and early detection of disease onset are lacking, and presently less than 20% of ovarian cancers are detected at an early stage. Protein biomarkers that allow the discrimination of early and late stages of ovarian serous carcinomas are urgently needed as they would enable monitoring pre-symptomatic aspects of the disease, disease progression, and the efficacy of intervention therapies. We compare the absolute and relative protein levels of six protein biomarkers for ovarian cancer in five different established ovarian cancer cell lines, utilizing both quantitative immunoblot analysis and a guided-mode resonance (GMR) bioassay detection system that utilizes a label-free optical biosensor readout. The GMR sensor approach provided highly accurate, consistent, and reproducible quantification of protein biomarkers as validated by quantitative immunoblotting, as well as enhanced sensitivity, and is therefore suitable for quantification and detection of novel biomarkers for ovarian cancer. We identified fibronectin, apolipoprotein A1, and TIMP3 as potential protein biomarkers for the differential diagnosis of primary versus metastatic ovarian carcinoma. Future studies are needed to confirm the suitability of protein biomarkers tested herein in patient samples. © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.8.081412]
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1 Introduction

Ovarian carcinoma has the highest lethality rate of gynecologic tumors, with over 16,000 cases reported in the United States in 2005. The current five-year survival rate is only 50%, largely attributed to the late-stage diagnosis of the disease. Ovarian serous papillary carcinoma is the most prevalent among ovarian carcinomas, yet reliable tools for accurate diagnosis and early detection of disease onset are lacking, and presently less than 20% of ovarian cancers are detected at an early stage. Protein biomarkers that allow the discrimination of early and late stages of ovarian serous carcinomas, such as metastatic versus primary ovarian serous carcinomas, could provide important insights by allowing monitoring pre-symptomatic aspects of the disease, disease progression, and the efficacy of intervention therapies.

Several studies have identified potential indicators and screening targets for the early detection and diagnosis of ovarian serous papillary carcinoma to monitor pre-symptomatic aspects of the disease as well as disease progression. Some of these biomarker proteins are differentially upregulated in metastatic or primary ovarian serous papillary carcinoma. While each of those protein biomarkers may prove insufficient to serve as an accurate predictor of pathology, combining multiple biomarkers into a diagnostic panel may provide great diagnostic benefit.

We investigated a panel of six biomarkers, each of which was previously reported to have at least a twofold up-regulation in either metastatic or primary ovarian carcinoma. Specifically, we chose collagen type I, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 3 (TIMP-3), fibronectin, and calreticulin, which in previous studies showed twofold or higher up-regulation in metastatic or primary ovarian serous papillary carcinoma, and apolipoprotein A-I and mitogen-activated protein kinase 13 (MAPK13), which have previously been reported as differentially up-regulated in primary over metastatic ovarian serous papillary carcinoma.

Current technologies for biomarker array diagnostics from blood samples are associated with significant cost and time and often are not suitable for high-throughput screening. In the diagnostic laboratory setting, serum and plasma biomarker proteins are typically quantified using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) technology; however, given the lack of established biomarkers for ovarian cancer, no validated ELISA tests are currently available. Alternatives for protein detection include immune staining and fluorescence imaging, which are laborious and associated with a large margin of experimental error and variability. Given the complexity of the protocol involved, novel technologies that can provide an easy-to-use, rapid, and accurate molecular analysis of protein biomarkers are urgently needed.

In this study, we utilize a novel optical biosensor technology based on the guided-mode resonance (GMR) effect that occurs...
in waveguide gratings to perform the label-free analysis. We compare the quantification of protein biomarkers from established ovarian cancer models with a standard, quantitative immunoblotting assay and found good correlation.

We conclude that this novel optical biosensor technology is a high-accuracy, portable sensor system that yields rapid detection of biomarker proteins. Application of this device to diagnostic screening will allow healthcare providers to monitor pre-symptomatic aspects of the disease, disease progression, and the efficacy of intervention therapies with improved reliability and efficiency.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Cell Lines and Sample Preparation

Five different established cell lines were used as in vitro model systems for ovarian carcinoma. All cell lines were obtained from the American Tissue Type Collection (ATCC) and cultured and maintained according to the supplier’s recommendations. TOV-112D (Cat. #CRL-11731), TOV-21G (Cat. #CRL-11730), NIH-OVCAR-3 (Cat. #HTB-161), Caov-3 (Cat. #HTB-75) and SK-OV-3 (Cat. #HTB-77) cells were grown in T75 tissue culture flasks (TPP; Midsci, St. Louis, MO). At passage 4, cells were seeded at a density of 1 million cells per flask and maintained for 48 hours, upon which the supernatant was aspirated, centrifuged for 5 min at 750 × g to remove any residual cellular debris, aliquoted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at ~80°C. Aliquots of the same flask were used for protein determination utilizing the RSI bioassay detection system and quantitative immunoblotting.

2.2 Antibodies

All antibodies were obtained from commercial sources, and antibodies of the same lot number were used in both experiments, i.e., the RSI detection system and the validation experiments using quantitative immunoblotting. The following antibodies were used in the present study: mouse anti-fibronectin (MAB1918; RnD Systems, Minneapolis, MN), mouse anti-apolipoprotein A1 (Cat. # 20-783-73037; GenWay Biotech Inc., San Diego, CA); mouse anti-calreticulin (Cat. # SPA-601F; Assay Designs, Enzo Life Sciences Inc., Farmingdale, NY), rabbit anti-collagen type 1 (Ab34710; AbCam, Cambridge, MA), mouse anti-mitogen-activated protein kinase 13 (Cat. # H00005603-M01; Assay Designs, Enzo Life Sciences Inc., Farmingdale, NY) and mouse anti-tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases 3 (MAB973; RnD Systems, Minneapolis, MN).

2.3 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

For sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), samples were denatured in 6 x SDS sample buffer (final concentrations: SDS 10%, glycerol 10%, β-mercaptoethanol 1%, bromophenol blue 0.004%, Tris-HCl 0.5 M, pH 6.8) and boiled for 5 min in a heating block. Equal volumes of supernatants and growth media were loaded on mid-size gradient gels (4% to 12% bis-tris gels, 4% tris-glycine, or 3% to 8% tris acetate; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Proteins were separated electrophoretically in running buffer containing 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) or tris acetate, respectively (both from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), for 55 min at 200 V. The total protein concentration in cell supernatants was determined using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce #23225, Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and ranged from 1 to 80 μg per lane, depending on the concentration in the supernatant sample and the sensitivity of the antibody. Recombinant proteins were used to establish a standard curve. Proteins were transferred onto a 0.2 μm nitrocellulose membrane (Pall Life Sciences, Ann Arbor, MI) in transfer buffer containing 25 mM Tris pH 8.6, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, and 20% methanol for 1 hr at 100 V. Membranes were blocked with either 5% milk, 0.2% Tween-20 in PBS, or 0.5% casein/0.05% Tween-20 in PBS for 1 hr, incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C, washed three times with either 2.5% milk/0.2% Tween-20 in PBS or 0.25% casein/0.025% Tween-20 in PBS and probed with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (1:10,000 dilution; donkey anti-rabbit or donkey anti-mouse obtained from GE Healthcare [Piscataway, NJ] or donkey anti-sheep [Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO]) for 1 h at ambient temperature. Immunoblots were developed using the Luminata Forte Western HRP substrate (Millipore, Billerica, MA), or for enhanced sensitivity, the Western Lightning Ultra Chemoluminescence substrate (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). Membranes were imaged using film (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL) and processed on a Minolta film processor (Konica Minolta Medical Imaging USA, Inc., Wayne, NL).

2.4 Determination of Standard Curves for Quantification of Immunoblots

Films were digitalized using a commercial desktop scanner under standardized conditions at a resolution of 2,400 dpi to uncompressed TIFF format, and densitometry was performed using ImageJ software (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). In order to assess the linear range of the film, a density standard was applied to every sheet of film using a Model 303 Sensitometer (X-Rite Company, Grand Rapids, MI). Film exposure to the membranes was adjusted such that all standards and samples were within the linear range of the film (Fig. 1). By measuring the density, corrected for background, of known amounts of recombinant proteins standards for each antibody, a standard curve was generated, which allowed the calculation of the specific protein concentration in ovarian cancer cell supernatants and media only controls.

![Fig. 1](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
2.5 Guided-Mode Resonance Detection System

The detection system (provided by Resonant Sensors Incorporated, Arlington, TX) used in this work is based on the GMR effect that occurs in sub-wavelength dielectric waveguide gratings. As shown in Fig. 2, when these diffractive elements are illuminated with a broadband light source, a specific wavelength of light is reflected (or transmitted) at a specific angle. The binding interaction between an immobilized receptor and its analyte can be monitored in real time without the use of reporter labels (such as fluorescent or radioactive tags) by following the corresponding resonance wavelength shift with an optical spectrum analyzer. Test time is limited solely by the chemical binding dynamics between the receptor and its target. Specificity is imparted on the sensor surface by covalently attaching a selective layer (such as antibodies or DNA). It is multifunctional as only the sensitizing surface layer needs to be chemically altered to detect different targets. Repeatable fabrication processes are in place to produce the resonant grating sensor element in low-cost polymer and other dielectric materials.

Since the resonance layer is polarization-sensitive, separate resonance peaks occur for incident TE (electric vector normal to the plane of incidence) and TM (magnetic vector normal to the plane of incidence) polarization states. This dual-peak feature provides cross-referenced data useful for increasing detection accuracy. These distinct resonant modes interact differently with the surrounding media, enabling the polarization-based differentiation. This sensor technology is broadly applicable to medical diagnostics, drug discovery and development, industrial process control, and environmental monitoring.

In 1992, Magnusson and Wang suggested employing the GMR effect for sensor applications and disclosed GMR filters that were tunable on variation in resonance structure parameters including thickness and refractive index. Wawro et al. presented GMR biosensor embodiments and system architectures. Following this, others have also discussed the use of these resonant elements as biosensors. Most commonly, the input light is efficiently reflected in a narrow spectral band whose central wavelength is highly sensitive to chemical reactions occurring at the surface of the sensor element. The sensor’s operating spectral region is determined by the physical waveguide-grating parameters, such as the grating period and chosen dielectric materials. Sensor designs responsive to thickness changes from the nanoscale ($\sim 10^{-2}$ nm) to several $\mu$m have been analyzed. These studies indicate that the proposed sensor technology can be used to detect binding events at the molecular level as well as bacterial analytes with micron-scale dimensions.

![Fig. 2 Schematic of a proposed label-free GMR sensor system (single channel illustrated) operating in reflection mode. The collimated beam from a broadband source is incident on the sensor at normal incidence. The reflected spectral response is monitored in real time with an optical spectrum analyzer. As binding events occur at the sensor surface, resonance peak changes (only one polarization depicted in plot) can be tracked as a function of wavelength ($\Delta \lambda$). Modified from Ref. 38.](image-url)

2.6 Protein Determination using GMR Bioassay Detection Sensor

The GMR sensor plates (Resonant Sensors Incorporated, Arlington, TX) are coated with a commercially available silane, which provides a means to covalently bond the antibody to the sensor surface. The specific antibody for each biomarker protein is immobilized on the sensor using a crosslinking agent. To minimize nonspecific binding, the plate is blocked using a bovine serum albumin solution (BSA). To generate a standard curve, dilutions of standard protein are prepared using reagent diluent (3% BSA in PBS). Neat reagent diluent is used as a baseline measurement and blank reference. Spike and recovery samples are run for each assay performed, with each cell line’s media having a known spiked protein and compared with the standard value in reagent diluent. This ensures the supernatant/media sample’s matrix is not interfering with the detection of the protein. All ovarian carcinoma cell media and supernatant samples are testing unprocessed, with no sample preparation, unless stated otherwise. All samples are incubated on the prepared sensor surfaces for 60 min (unless otherwise stated) at 37°C, then washed with PBS/Tween to remove unbound material and subsequently measured on the RSI detection system. Results on all protein detection data are based on difference of initial and final baseline readings and are repeated in quadruplicate and averaged, with major outliers removed.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Label-Free Optical Biosensor Can Accurately Determine Protein Biomarkers

Aliquots of identical samples were processed using either quantitative immunoblotting or the novel label-free GMR-based RSI detection system. For fibronectin, we established a standard curve ranging from 0.5 to 5 ng recombinant protein that could be detected by Western blot [Fig. 3(a)]. Densitometry and subsequent analysis yielded a highly reproducible standard curve across this protein range [Fig. 3(b)]. Absolute fibronectin levels were between 0.45 and 1.43 $\mu$g/mL in the control media and the supernatant at 48 hr, respectively [Fig. 3(c)]. Nearly identical values were obtained when aliquots of the same sample were analyzed using the label-free RSI detection system [Fig. 3(d)]. Given the distinct growth media for the five different ovarian cancer cell lines used (i.e., containing different amounts of serum), baseline levels were different between cell lines. We therefore calculated the relative fibronectin level in the
Thus a relative level of higher than 1 is suggestive of release into the supernatant, whereas a level lower than 1 suggests uptake or degradation. The relative fibronectin level in supernatants of Caov3 and SK-OV-3 cells was 2.06 and 2.07, respectively, whereas OVCAR-3, TOV-21G, and TOV-112D had levels similar to media control (1.14, 0.89, and 1.07, respectively), as determined by quantitative immunoblotting [Fig. 3(e)]. Similar relative levels were detected utilizing the RSI detection system. Using the RSI detection system, we measured similarly high levels in supernatants of Caov3 and SK-OV-3 cells (2.27 and 1.86, respectively) and levels similar to media control in OVCAR-3, TOV-21G, and TOV-112D supernatants [1.21, 0.77, 1.03, respectively; Fig. 3(f)].

We performed a similar analysis for calreticulin, collagen type 1, and apolipoprotein A1 (Fig. 4). For all these proteins, the RSI detection system yielded similar concentrations as...
quantitative immunoblotting. In order to mathematically validate the accuracy of the label-free GMR approach, we plotted the absolute concentrations of all biomarkers and cell lines obtained from the RSI detection system against the values obtained by quantitative immunoblotting [Fig. 5(a)]. Linear regression analysis, taking into account all protein biomarkers jointly, resulted in an $R^2$ value of 0.979, indicative of an exact correlation between both measurements. Furthermore, the $R^2$ values obtained for individual biomarkers were overall similar: fibronectin, $R^2 = 0.907$; calreticulin, $R^2 = 0.952$; collagen type 1, $R^2 = 0.573$; apolipoprotein A1, $R^2 = 0.939$. Our correlational analysis for the relative protein biomarker correlations resulted in similarly linear relationship [Fig. 5(b)] with an $R^2$ for the linear regression of 0.837. The individual $R^2$ values obtained again were overall similar: fibronectin, $R^2 = 0.932$; calreticulin, $R^2 = 0.868$; collagen type 1, $R^2 = 0.421$; apolipoprotein A1, $R^2 = 0.992$.

The antibody for collagen type 1 exhibited the highest degree of deviation between the measurements obtained using the two experimental approaches [Fig. 4(d)–4(f)], as evident by the lowest $R^2$ values derived from linear regression (Fig. 5) and the highest coefficient of variance calculated ($c_v = 1.53$). This level of variation may be the result of nonspecific antibody-epitope interactions, which are amplified by the use of labeled secondary antibodies and evident on the nitrocellulose membrane as non-specific bands (data not shown). Given the results from the other protein biomarkers shown herein, it may be speculated that the measurements obtained from the RSI detection system represent the more accurate quantification of collagen type 1 in the ovarian cancer cell samples tested here.

![Fig. 4](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/081412-5/081412-5.pdf)

**Fig. 4** Assessment of potential biomarkers for differential diagnosis of primary versus metastatic ovarian cancer carcinoma. (a) through (c) Calreticulin protein levels were detected in cell supernatants and media controls using quantitative immunoblotting (a) and the RSI detection system. (b) Relative protein levels were calculated for measurements obtained from both systems, (c) showing high concordance between the two systems. (d) through (f) The same analyses were performed for collagen type 1. Collagen showed larger variation than the other antibodies used in the present study, which may be the result of nonspecific antibody binding to other targets as evident by nonspecific bands (data not shown). (g) through (i) Apolipoprotein A1 protein levels were quantified using both approaches. As corroborated by both approaches, apolipoprotein A1 levels were much higher than in media control in TOV-112D cells, yet much lower in SK-OV-3 cells, making apolipoprotein A1 a prime candidate for future protein biomarker panels for the differential diagnosis of primary versus metastatic ovarian carcinoma.
Overall, our data shows a high degree of accordance between the two technologies, i.e., quantitative immunoblotting and the RSI bioassay detection system, confirming that the label-free GMR system can provide an accurate quantification of biomarker protein levels in cellular supernatant.

### 3.2 Label-Free Optical Biosensor Detection System Shows Enhanced Sensitivity

In addition to the four protein biomarkers described above, we tested MAPK13 and TIMP3. MAPK13 could not be detected in supernatant samples, neither by quantitative immunoblotting nor by using the RSI detection system (data not shown). The mathematically derived theoretical threshold for detection, based on the detection limit of recombinant MAPK13 protein, is >1 μg/mL. In order to exclude technical problems associated with nonspecific antibody-epitope interactions in our biological samples, we tested our antibody against supernatant concentrated using centrifugation columns and total protein extracts from cell pellets. In both instances, MAPK13 could be detected (data not shown), excluding this possibility.

TIMP3 has been implicated in ovarian carcinoma as a target of preferential methylation in ovarian cancer lines as well as implicated with tumor invasiveness. Using quantitative immunoblotting, we could accurately detect 5 ng TIMP3 recombinant protein, translating into a detection limit of approximately 2 μg/mL when taking into account the total protein concentration and maximal loading volume for quantitative immunoblotting. Under these conditions, we were unable to detect any quantifiable amounts of TIMP3 in the supernatant samples (data not shown). In contrast, reproducible measurements for TIMP3 in cell supernatant samples could be obtained using the RSI detection system (Table 1). The maximum concentration of TIMP3 detected using this method was 2.61 μg/mL and thus around the calculated theoretical detection threshold for quantitative immunoblotting. Furthermore, concentrations as low as 0.05 μg/mL could successfully and routinely be measured, highlighting the enhanced sensitivity over traditional immunoblotting techniques.

### 3.3 Feasibility of Development of Protein Biomarker Assay Panels for Ovarian Cancer Diagnosis Utilizing Label-Free Optical Biosensor Detection

In order to assess their initial usefulness as components of a protein biomarker assay panel for ovarian cancer diagnosis and detection, we studied six potential protein biomarkers for ovarian cancer in five established ovarian cancer cell lines. Four of these proteins could reliably and routinely be detected in both quantitative immunoblotting and the RSI detection system.

Fibronectin is a matrix adhesion protein of known involvement in ovarian cancer, and fibronectin synthesis has been hypothesized to be up-regulated in response to oxidative stress occurring during early malignant progression of the disease. One pathological study measuring immunoreactivity of fibronectin in a cohort of 211 German ovarian cancer patients found a significant association with tumor stage and growth fraction, while another recent study found increased fibronectin plasma levels in a number of gynecological cancers, but not ovarian cancer. These conflicting data further highlight the

---

**Table 1** TIMP3 levels are selectively elevated in TOV-112D cells. The RSI detection system showed enhanced sensitivity over traditional quantitative immunoblotting approaches and reproducibly and accurately detected TIMP3 levels in supernatants. Of particular clinical relevance, TIMP3 levels were higher only on TOV-112D cell supernatant after 48 hr in culture. This is the first report of elevated TIMP3 protein levels in a relevant model for metastatic ovarian cancer, making it a prime candidate for future experiments in human serous samples assessing its potential as biomarker for the differential diagnosis of ovarian cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coov-3</th>
<th>SK-OV-3</th>
<th>OVCAR-3</th>
<th>TOV-21G</th>
<th>TOV-112D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media control (μg/mL)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatant (μg/mL)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative protein level</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---
need for novel protein biomarker assay panels that can quantify multiple relevant biomarkers both accurately and cost-effectively. Herein, we showed a relative fibronectin level of ~2 in Caov-3 and SK-OV-3 cell supernatants, whereas no evidence of fibronectin secretion was detected in the other cell line systems tested [Fig. 2(c) through 2(f)]. Our data is in line with the hypothesis that fibronectin is upregulated and secreted during early malignancy and provides further support for pursuing fibronectin as a potential protein biomarker for the diagnosis and assessment of progression of ovarian carcinomas.

In TOV-112D cells, we detected a significant level secretion of apolipoprotein A1 into the supernatant [Fig. 4(g) through 4(i)], while SK-OV-3 cell supernatants had dramatically lower levels than media control. The other cell lines tested had similar or slightly higher levels than the media only control [Fig. 4(g) through 4(i)]. Apolipoprotein A1 has previously been suggested as a potential protein biomarker for the differential diagnosis of benign pelvic mass versus ovarian cancer and has most recently been incorporated into the DK-index as a correlative proteomic marker in a cohort of Danish patients. Our data not only substantiates the possible involvement of apolipoprotein A1 in ovarian cancer, but is suggestive that apolipoprotein A1 may serve as a powerful predictive protein biomarker for the differential diagnosis of ovarian cancer.

TIMP3 has been implicated in ovarian carcinoma as a target of preferential methylation in ovarian cancer lines as well as implicated with tumor invasion. While we were unable to detect TIMP3 by means of quantitative immunoblotting, results using the RSI detection system show an approximate fivefold-higher level in the supernatants of TOV-21G and TOV-112D cells compared with control (Table 1). Both TOV cell lines were originally obtained from grade 3, stage IIIc tumors and represent preclinical models for advanced, metastatic ovarian cancer. To our knowledge, this is the first report clearly implicating elevated TIMP3 levels at the protein rather than merely genetic level in advanced, metastatic ovarian cancer.

3.4 Advantages of Label-Free Optical Biosensor Assays

Quantification using Western blot analysis is associated with very large intrinsic variation, which is a result of the multitude of experimental steps and readouts required, including the initial assessment of protein quantification, loading of the SDS-PAGE gel, transfer efficiency, specificity of the antibodies, amplification of the signal using secondary antibodies, the linearity of the detection reagent as well as the limited linear range of film or the low sensitivity of CCD cameras. Similar considerations are necessary for ELISA assays, which are currently the most frequently employed diagnostic assays for protein biomarkers. In contrast, label-free optical biosensor detectors such as the RSI detection system yielded reproducible datasets and exhibited greater sensitivity than that of traditional Western blotting. In the present study, this is highlighted by our results for TIMP3 levels (Table 1). While we were not able to detect TIMP3 by classical immunoblotting approaches, the RSI detection system yielded highly consistent, accurate, and reproducible measurements that for the first time implicate elevated TIMP3 protein levels in metastatic ovarian cancer. These results demonstrate that the RSI bioassay system is a prime candidate for future experiments in human serum samples assessing its potential as a biomarker for the differential diagnosis of this devastating gynecologic carcinoma.

4 Conclusions

We compared the absolute and relative protein levels of protein biomarkers for ovarian cancer in the supernatants of ovarian cancer cell lines of various disease stages utilizing traditional quantitative immunoblot analysis and the novel bioassay system, which utilized a label-free optical biosensor readout. Quantification of biomarker proteins was consistent between Western blot and the GMR biosensor approach. We conclude that the RSI detection system is suitable for quantification and detection of novel biomarkers of primary and metastatic ovarian cancer. Furthermore, we identified fibronectin, apolipoprotein A1, and TIMP3 as potential protein biomarkers for the differential diagnosis of primary versus metastatic ovarian carcinoma. Future studies are needed to confirm the suitability of protein biomarkers tested herein in patient plasma and serum samples.
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